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Perfect for fans of The Crown, this captivating biography from a New York Times bestselling

author follows Queen Elizabeth II and her sister Margaret as they navigate life in the royal

spotlight.They were the closest of sisters and the best of friends. But when, in a quixotic twist

of fate, their uncle Edward Vlll decided to abdicate the throne, the dynamic between Elizabeth

and Margaret was dramatically altered. Forever more Margaret would have to curtsey to the

sister she called 'Lillibet.' And bow to her wishes.Elizabeth would always look upon her

younger sister's antics with a kind of stoical amusement, but Margaret's struggle to find a place

and position inside the royal system—and her fraught relationship with its expectations—was

often a source of tension. Famously, the Queen had to inform Margaret that the Church and

government would not countenance her marrying a divorcee, Group Captain Peter Townsend,

forcing Margaret to choose between keeping her title and royal allowances or her divorcee

lover.From the idyll of their cloistered early life, through their hidden war-time lives, into the

divergent paths they took following their father's death and Elizabeth's ascension to the throne,

this book explores their relationship over the years. Andrew Morton's latest biography offers

unique insight into these two drastically different sisters—one resigned to duty and

responsibility, the other resistant to it—and the lasting impact they have had on the Crown, the

royal family, and the ways it adapted to the changing mores of the 20th century.
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deals, and more..IntroductionSister, Friend, JudgeThings were different now. No more “Lilibet”

this and “Lilibet” that, the easy informality of two sisters united against the world. Now there

was a distance between them, calibrated and barely acknowledged, but a distance

nonetheless. The gap shrank when they were together, alone. But with servants and others

around, there was a formality. When others referred casually to “your sister,” Princess Margaret

would snap haughtily, “You mean the queen.” They had once shared a bedroom; now they were

separated by a platoon of pen-pushing gatekeepers who, since Princess Elizabeth’s recent

elevation to sovereign, measured out every minute of her busy schedule. There was no longer

any question of barging in unannounced—a habit their uncle, Louis Mountbatten—war hero,

adviser, schemer, and general meddler—found difficult to break.Margaret had chosen her

moment well. On that wintry December day in 1952, the new queen was reviewing coronation

details before heading to Sandringham for the family’s annual Christmas gathering. Margaret

was ushered in past the Canalettos and the Gainsborough portrait Diana and Actaeon by a red-

jacketed flunky and suitably announced before entering the opulent Belgian Suite at

Buckingham Palace. She called her sister “ma’am” before she dropped a diffident curtsy and

kissed Lilibet on both cheeks. Then, at her sister’s urging, she took a seat on the gold silk

chaise in the sitting room. They were unmistakably sisters, both in modest day dresses

decorated with a string of pearls and a well-chosen brooch. During their childhood they had

been dressed identically by their charges. From time to time the pattern continued.Margaret

had a confession to make. She told her sister that she had fallen in love with Group Captain

Peter Townsend, their father’s former equerry who now enjoyed the ancient title of comptroller

of the queen mother’s household, which meant he was second in command of day-to-day

administrative issues regarding the recently widowed monarch. Tall, slim, with piercing flinty

gray-blue eyes and an unwavering gaze, he was every inch the matinee idol—and a bona fide



war hero to boot. He was one of “the Few,” a Battle of Britain pilot who saved the nation from

Nazi conquest, his blue RAF uniform decorated with the medals that attested to his

gallantry.Since the premature death of their father, King George VI, in February that year,

Margaret had increasingly relied on Townsend as she tried to cope with the darkness that

overwhelmed her. Whisky, pills, tranquilizers, and cigarettes did little to help with the pain. It

seemed that only Peter—soothing, calm, gentle—could lighten her moods.They had shared a

mutual attraction long before the king died. His death merely drew them closer together. In

those early carefree days, Margaret had made Peter laugh, and he made her feel safe and

secure. They confided and consoled, and eventually their friendship became more—much

more.It wasn’t the fact that Peter was sixteen years her senior and had two boys of school age

that had prompted Margaret to see her sister. No, the reason why she was sitting there, hands

clasped, demure, with none of her normal theatricality, was to explain the implications of his

impending divorce from his wife, Rosemary.Since he had sued for divorce the previous

November, they had quietly, privately and very tentatively discussed their own union at some

distant date in the future. Even though he was, at least for public digestion, the innocent party,

there was no escaping the fact that Peter Townsend was now about to be a divorcé. The D

word hung like a primed grenade between them as both realized its dread import. Ironic that

the matter was first raised between the sisters in the Belgian Suite where their uncle David,

Edward VIII, lived during his brief reign before he abdicated the throne for the love of a twice-

divorced American, Wallis Warfield Simpson.Under the Royal Marriages Act of 1772, Princess

Margaret, who was third in line to the throne behind Prince Charles and Princess Anne, had to

obtain the queen’s permission before she married any man, let alone a divorcé. Both knew that

the teachings of their church were hostile to divorce. As defender of the faith, the queen had

standards that she could not deviate from. Indeed, if Queen Mary, who was now ailing, had

been let in on the secret, they both knew what her verdict would be. They could hear her

now.But times were a-changing. Would Lilibet grant her younger sister, who was currently third

in line to the throne, permission to marry a divorcé? She held Margaret’s happiness—her life—

in the palm of her soft pink hand. Her big sister had spent her life judging her. Now that she

was the queen, she ruled her life. It was a momentous decision that would define and shape

the lives and reputations of both women forever.Margaret watched her sister intently, surprised

that she was not more surprised following her brief recitation of events. Clearly while she

thought she and Peter had been discreet, they had not been discreet enough, and tongues had

wagged. If her sister had a picture of what had been going on, others would also be sketching

in added details.While the queen did not betray her emotions, this was unwelcome news

coming so close to the coronation in June. Nothing could be allowed to deflect from that

moment, seen by many as both the high point and defining moment of a sovereign’s reign. She

knew and liked Peter Townsend and had appreciated his calm manner with her often querulous

father, King George VI, who, at moments of sentiment, had described the war hero as the son

he had never had.She was torn. During her own long night of the soul, when her father had

asked her to accompany him to South Africa and leave her sweetheart, Prince Philip, behind, it

was “Margo” who had been the most loyal of loyal little sisters, always taking her side and

praising Philip in front of their parents. And Townsend was no Wallis Simpson, loathed by the

royal family; he was a popular figure inside the palace, admired and respected for his wartime

record, unruffled demeanor, and organizational abilities.There was much to ponder. She was

no longer just Margo’s big sister. She was the queen, with constitutional obligations and duties.

Margaret was not formally requesting permission to marry. Yet. She hoped that Peter might be

included in more family get-togethers to pave the way for others to view them as a suitable



match. They were prepared to take things gradually. Margaret hinted to her sister that she

would settle for these small allowances, rather than a full-fledged backing for

marriage.Elizabeth looked out of the window into the palace garden beyond. Margaret smiled

inwardly, knowing that it was her sister’s tendency to look out of the window before she made a

decision. As the Sevres clock ticked sonorously on the mantelpiece, the queen told her sister

that she had an idea.1Rising of the Sun and the MoonPerhaps the only thing David and Bertie

shared completely was a keen interest in fashion. One was a flashy dresser who gravitated

toward Fair Isle sweaters, two-tone shoes, and turned-up trousers. The other dressed more

conservatively and focused on the tailoring of a dress or a suit, spending hours with ateliers

and cutters, sketching out designs, trying out new ideas for court dress, state occasions, and

even pantomime costumes.1Aside from that commonality, they were worlds apart in demeanor

and temperament; one bred for the sunlight, the other for the shadows. One was more youthful

and jaunty, with smooth, rarely shaved skin and a slight build but an energetic gait and spirit.

The other was frail, nervy, and prone to irrational bursts of temper and suffered from a slew of

debilitating ailments, ranging from stomach problems, to a serious stammer, nonstop blinking,

and twitches that caused his mouth to droop. One partied till dawn, seduced single—and

married—women, and loathed his father. The other bowed down to his father’s bidding, settling

into a sensible marriage and “a more rooted royal style.” Their father always lamented that one

child “was heading down the wrong tracks” while the other perpetuated the proper image of the

monarchy, “a model of dreamlike domesticity.”2 Even Wallis Warfield Simpson, the American

paramour of the Prince of Wales, noticed the polar temperaments of the two brothers: her lover

“all enthusiasm and volubility… the Duke of York quiet, shy.”3The choices made by these two

brothers, David, the eldest son and heir to the Windsor dynasty, and Bertie, his younger sibling

by only eighteen months, would intimately shape the future of the House of Windsor and in the

process profoundly alter the destiny of Bertie’s daughters, Elizabeth—Lilibet, as she was

known in the family—and Margaret. Their grandfather, King George V, experienced an eerie

foreboding about the future of his family even as he celebrated his Silver Jubilee in 1935. With

his eldest son and heir, the Prince of Wales, now forty and no nearer marrying and securing

the dynasty, the king stated sorrowfully, “After I am dead, the boy [the future Edward VIII] will

ruin himself within 12 months. I pray to God my eldest son will never marry and have children,

and that nothing will come between Bertie and Lilibet and the throne.”4The king’s prayer would

be answered. It was Edward VIII’s abdication to marry a twice-divorced American, Wallis

Warfield Simpson, that would transform the lives of his brother and his brother’s daughters,

changing the family dynamic forever. Their uncle’s decision placed them firmly in the lifelong

embrace of the monarchy, further shaping who they were and what they became.As with David

and Bertie, in the popular imagination, every generation of the House of Windsor is stalked by

a shadow. The good versus the naughty royal. The rebellious extrovert versus the sensible

introvert. William the straight shooter, and Harry the wild child. Diana the demure, and Fergie

the roustabout. The sun and the moon. These stereotypes often mask as much as they reveal.

And yet, each set of royal siblings—like all siblings—feeds off this asymmetry, occupying the

psychic space left by the other.As Princess Margaret told her writer friend Gore Vidal, “When

there are two sisters and one is the queen who must be the source of honor and all that is

good, the other must be the focus of the most creative malice, the evil sister.”5 Certainly her

behavior on occasion made her sister shine, Margaret easily slipping into the black sheep

stereotype. That reputation barely disturbed the ash on her ever-present cigarette holder. As

she once remarked, “Disobedience is my joy.”6Margaret was sufficiently self-aware to be able

to draw the subtle distinction between the media’s portrayal of her as someone jealous of the



queen’s position versus the more layered conflict of a young woman overshadowed by her

older sister: “I have never suffered from ‘second daughter-itis.’ But I did mind forever being cast

as the ‘younger sister.’”7 As a friend perceptively noted, “She sees herself as the king’s

daughter rather than the queen’s sister.”8 That is to say, part of the main royal family, not a

subsidiary branch, which was the case after Elizabeth became queen. Margaret never

indicated that she wanted to switch places with her sister, telling anyone who would listen that

her role in life was to support her sister with the immense burden of her position. As she once

remarked, “Isn’t it lucky that Lilibet is the eldest?”9 While Margaret chafed at the restraints of

royal life, Elizabeth dutifully embraced them.The two sisters were contradictory and conflicted,

butting heads over matters both small and monumental, but they also loved one another. This

push-and-pull between affection and distance, deep love and primal jealousy, went to the heart

of the private world that Elizabeth and Margaret shared.Both sisters entered the world on the

twenty-first day of the month, but that was the only similarity about their births.Elizabeth was

born on April 21, 1926, in Mayfair, London, to then Prince Albert, duke of York and Elizabeth

Bowes-Lyon. That year was proving a challenging one for Britain, teetering on the edge of

industrial chaos and a historic general strike. By the time of her birth, strong public interest had

already built up because her imminent arrival offered a diversion from the national crisis. A

crowd milled outside 17 Bruton Street when Elizabeth finally arrived via cesarean section at

2:40 in the morning. In accordance with ancient tradition, home secretary Sir William Joynson-

Hicks was present to witness the birth in order to prevent child swapping.10 Soon enough, the

bonny blue-eyed baby became a potent symbol of family, continuity, and patriotism.Just about

a month later, on May 19, she was christened Elizabeth Alexandra Mary in a ceremony at the

private chapel at Buckingham Palace, officiated by Dr. Cosmo Gordon Lang, the archbishop of

York. Such was the interest in the baby princess that excited onlookers broke through the

police cordon outside the palace in an attempt to catch a glimpse of the famous infant. Her

distinguished name implied her future destiny as queen—even though, under the 1701 Act of

Settlement, she appeared unlikely to ascend the throne once Uncle David produced an heir.

Still, everyone spoke as if she represented the country’s great promise, with one newspaper

observing, “The possibility that in the little stranger to Bruton Street there may be a future

Queen of Great Britain (perhaps even a second Queen Elizabeth) is sufficiently

intriguing.”11The new baby catapulted her parents from a relatively quiet royal life to the front

pages of newspapers and magazines. Weeks after her birth, the pavement outside the Yorks’

London residence was still thronged with so many fans that she occasionally had to be

smuggled out of the back door in her pram for her daily airing. In time her mother became

concerned about this surge of attention. She later wrote to her mother-in-law, Queen Mary: “It

almost frightens me that the people should love her so much. I suppose that it is a good thing,

and I hope that she will be worthy of it, poor little darling.”12This extraordinary amount of

attention was not limited to the man and woman in the street. From the start, her irascible

grandfather King George V doted on her. Stories soon circulated about how the angelic little

girl had won the affections of the unbending sovereign. Though he was notorious for

intimidating his own children and senior staff, Elizabeth was the exception. The archbishop of

Canterbury recounted that on one occasion, the monarch, who was playing a horse, allowed

his granddaughter to pull him around by his gray beard as he shuffled on his knees along the

floor. “He was fond of his two grandsons, Princess Mary’s sons,” recalled the countess of Airlie,

“but Lilibet always came first in his affections. He used to play with her—a thing I never saw

him do with his own children—and loved to have her with him.”13 He monitored her every small

advance, sending a wireless message to his son and daughter-in-law, who were on board the



Renown sailing to Australia, to inform them that his granddaughter had cut her first tooth. The

king was enraptured by her. One Christmas at Sandringham, three-year-old Elizabeth was

listening to the carol “While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks by Night” when she noticed the

lyric “to you and all mankind.” She innocently announced: “I know that old man kind. That’s you

grandpapa. You’re old and you are very, very kind.”14Baby Elizabeth always listened attentively

when Grandpa England stressed the virtues of decency, duty, and hard work, values that were

further reinforced by an inflexible household regime and a dedicated team of staff in the

nursery, including her nurse, Clara Knight, known as Alah; Margaret “Bobo” MacDonald, a

copper-haired Scotswoman; and later Bobo’s sister, Ruby. At the firm request of her

grandmother, Queen Mary, Elizabeth was trained to be a model royal from the beginning.

“Teach that child not to fidget!” became her grandmother’s recurring demand. Alah

painstakingly coached the three-year-old Elizabeth on the necessity of standing absolutely still,

like a marble statue. The pockets in all her dresses were sewn shut to make sure she wouldn’t

shove her hands in them and slouch or be tempted to fiddle with them. She learned to answer

a salute, wave her white-gloved hand from a balcony or open car, pose graciously for

photographers, and control her bladder for hours. Later she was taught the proper form of

address for the archbishop of Canterbury and the prime minister. If she performed to Alah’s

exacting standards, she was rewarded with a biscuit.15 Misbehavior would earn a slap across

the back of her legs. Even by the standards of the day, her childhood was stifled and

emotionally threadbare, the adults in her life encouraging a docile conformity.As a toddler,

Elizabeth learned that she needed to act with grace, bow and curtsy to adults, and never lose

her composure or act too familiarly toward anyone. Everything in her rigidly controlled life was

run like clockwork, from breakfast at 7:30 a.m. to bedtime at 7:15 p.m. sharp.16 In short, she

began life as a sheltered, privileged child, drilled in the need for self-discipline and respect for

the demands of her position.While there were obvious limitations in her regimented and rather

repressed childhood, there were perks too, though some were more obvious to adult

sensibilities. Elizabeth would travel in limousines between the various royal castles, palaces,

and houses while carefully attended by a small army of butlers, footmen, maids, and

chauffeurs. At Christmas and on her birthday she was inundated with gifts, many sent by

adoring members of the public who themselves were of modest means. At age four, she

acquired her first Shetland pony, Peggy, from her grandfather and began riding lessons soon

after. Whenever she appeared in public, throngs of people would stop, smile, cheer, and even

wave flags. It was thus a childhood that alternated quickly between great attention and great

isolation, and Elizabeth was raised as a small adult rather than as a child. Then, when she was

just four years old, her position of ascendancy in the nursery came under challenge.While

Elizabeth was born in the center of fashionable Mayfair in a comfortable town house at 17

Bruton Street, her sister arrived on August 21, 1930, during a violent thunderstorm in the

family’s “haunted” ancestral home, Glamis Castle, a storied Scottish pile that came complete

with dark, winding corridors, steep stone steps, drafty bedrooms, and its own “monster,” said to

be a disfigured creature hidden away in a secret room. Elizabeth had been a “wanted” first

child, but the duke and duchess had hoped for a boy as their second.17 They hadn’t even

considered female names. Though the parents liked the sound of Ann Margaret, at the behest

of Queen Mary, they settled on naming the child Margaret Rose, as Margaret was the name of

a Scottish queen.On the morning after Margaret’s birth, Alah told Elizabeth a big surprise

awaited her in her mother’s room. After touching her newborn sister’s hand, Elizabeth grew so

excited that she grabbed the doctor, David Myles, and led him to the room, proclaiming: “Come

and see my baby, my very own baby!”18 She was so excited that she was found later in front of



her toy cupboard. Beside her were a blue velvet frog, a woolly rabbit, a pair of prized dancing

dolls, and several picture books, the excited child announcing that she was getting things ready

for the baby to play with.Such devotion was not merely a reaction to the immediate excitement

of Margaret’s birth. At her christening on October 30, she wore the same lace dress that her

sister had four years earlier. Gazing at her sister with adoration, Elizabeth whispered, “I shall

call her Bud. You see she isn’t really a rose yet.”19 Those words carried more significance than

intended: Margaret Rose would always remain the bud, representing unfulfilled potential,

someone restrained by convention and longing to burst forth. Even though Margaret, Elizabeth,

and their mother would come to be called “The Three White Roses of York,”20 the truth was

that only Elizabeth had been born a royal “rose” in that she was ultimately destined to be the

queen.The arrival of this second daughter focused the world’s attention even more closely on

Elizabeth as the likely heir to the throne. A waxwork figure of her on her pony was installed at

Madame Tussaud’s. Chocolates, dinnerware, tea towels, and hospitals were named after her.

Her face was emblazoned on a six-cent stamp in Newfoundland. A popular tune, titled “Nursery

Suite” and composed by Edward Elgar, honored her as well as her sister and mother. The

Australian government named a piece of Antarctica “Princess Elizabeth Land.” Her doting

father began comparing the young girl to the illustrious Queen Victoria. “From the first moment

of talking,” he told the writer Osbert Sitwell, “she showed so much character that it was

impossible not to wonder that history would not repeat itself.”21 For the baby Margaret, still too

young to pronounce Elizabeth’s name correctly, her older sister was simply “Lilibet.”Within just

a few years, in 1933, Lilibet confidently informed her younger sister: “I’m three and you’re four.”

Confused, Margaret responded: “No, you’re not. I’m three, you’re seven.” The toddler had no

idea that Elizabeth was referring to their positions in the line of succession. At seven, Elizabeth

already had the throne on her mind, unlike her uncle and even her own father. She solemnly

told her Scottish governess, Marion “Crawfie” Crawford, “If I am ever Queen, I shall make a law

that there must be no riding on Sundays. Horses should have a rest, too.”22While Elizabeth

was busy contemplating future edicts, rumors circulated that Margaret was deaf and dumb

because the public was not allowed to see her. This annoyed King George so much that, when

the royal family were standing on the balcony of Buckingham Palace after a royal wedding, he

bent down and whisked her off her feet and stood her on the balustrade. Years later Margaret

told her confidant Christopher Warwick that she had no head for heights and found the whole

experience “terrifying.” His action, however, had the effect of dramatically dispelling the

rumors.Inside the family, it was apparent that Margaret was a beauty with an intriguing and

willful personality. Her mother proudly gushed to Cosmo Lang: “She has got large blue eyes

and a will of iron, which is all the equipment that a lady needs! And as long as she can

disguise her will, and use her eyes, then all will be well.”23From the beginning it was clear that

Margaret was daddy’s little girl, despite not being as well behaved as her older sister. She

would often sneak downstairs after lunch in the nursery, push “her small fat face” round the

dining room door, and climb onto her father’s knee to steal a sip of soda or spoonful of

sugar.24 Crawfie, their governess, recalled: “She was a plaything. Warm and demonstrative,

made to be cuddled and played with.”25 She also displayed an early ability to play off one

parent against the other. When she was four, she went up to her mother, looked at her

affectionately, gave her a kiss and told her, “Mummy darling, I really do believe that I love Papa

much more than I do you.”26Elizabeth wasted no time in keeping a watchful eye on her

exuberant baby sister, viewing it as her solemn duty to protect Margaret from the outside world.

On one occasion, when a buck-toothed chaplain came to visit and asked Elizabeth if he could

see Margaret, her older sister replied, “No, I think your teeth would frighten her.”27During their



early childhood, the two sisters led an insulated and carefree life at 145 Piccadilly, a stone-

fronted, five-storied house that came to be known as “the palace with a number and without a

name.”28 Their father wanted the children raised in a peaceful, loving environment—unlike the

regime that had been imposed by his own martinet of a father. As a child, Bertie had been

forced to wear painful leg braces to correct his knock knees and had been beaten into writing

with his right rather than left hand, even though he was a natural leftie. By age eight, perhaps

because of such unthinking abuse, he had acquired a debilitating stammer. Now that he had

finally found warmth and comfort with Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon, the daughter of the earl of

Strathmore and Kinghorne, Bertie was determined to create an intimate home life for his

daughters and raise them without pretention. The public noted how the Yorks projected the

image of a perfect family: “a neat, hard-working, quiet husband, an adoring mother with a

lovely smile, and the well-behaved little girls, just two of them in ankle socks… like the

characters in an Ovaltine advertisement.”29Bertie’s wife, Elizabeth, proved the perfect partner

in this enterprise, widely admired for her charm and femininity. After seeing her in the royal box

at the theater, the novelist Virginia Woolf described her as, “a simple, chattering, sweet-

hearted, round-faced young woman in pink. Her wrists twinkling with diamonds and her dress

held on the shoulder with diamonds.”30 But this pristine surface masked the duchess’s strong-

minded, indomitable nature. She was fiercely protective of her family and lived by an

uncompromising code of Christian morality. The household staff knew that her decisions were

final and that her loyalties were firm. Still, she managed to exercise admirable patience, never

losing her cool when handling her husband’s frequent mood swings and unpredictable flashes

of anger, known as “gnashes.” Some considered his behavior a form of epilepsy.Surprisingly,

despite the presence inside of a famous royal family, there was no special security at 145

Piccadilly. The curious could simply walk up the stone-flagged path and ring one of the two

bells, marked “Visitors” and “House.” Once inside, the butler would lead them across the soft

brown carpet to a spacious and airy morning room with windows overlooking the family’s

verdant garden, where Princess Elizabeth rode her tricycle. A short walk away was Hyde Park,

where the family’s golden Labradors were exercised.31The sisters’ lessons were held in the

duchess’s sitting room off the main drawing room, filled not only with chintz-covered sofas and

a Persian carpet, but also gigantic maps and books. Their imperious grandmother had a ruling

hand in the girls’ education, requesting a curriculum schedule from Crawfie and demanding

alterations without letting her daughter-in-law know. She insisted that history be given greater

emphasis than arithmetic, because the princesses “would probably never have to do even their

own household books,” and because history would be especially important for the future

queen.32 Every Monday morning, they would receive half an hour of religious instruction,

which left a particularly deep impression on the younger sister. They said their prayers first

thing in the morning and last thing at night.Queen Mary’s iron control over the girls’ education

stemmed from her general disapproval of their upbringing. To her, maintaining appearances

mattered more than anything, and the sight of royal children playing unnerved her: “Shouldn’t

they get a more intellectual indoor game than Racing Demon? I am distressed by their late and

fluctuating bedtime.”33 She took special issue with Margaret, whom she called “espiègle,” or

“playful rascal”: “Princess Margaret’s character is more complicated and difficult [than

Elizabeth’s].” The dislike was mutual: Margaret grew up intimidated by their stiff and imposing

grandmother, who would often tactlessly ask, “When are you going to grow?”34 Whenever they

had to visit Queen Mary, Margaret recalled getting a “hollow, empty feeling in the pit of my

stomach.”35Elizabeth, on the other hand, was deeply enamored of their grandmother,

regarding her as the keeper of the royal flame. It was Queen Mary who impressed upon



Elizabeth that duty trumped personal considerations, that public performances were more

important than individual needs. Her training in the nuances of rank, precedent, title, and

position started at an early age. On one occasion a footman addressed Princess Elizabeth as

“My lady.” She replied: “I’m not a lady I’m a princess.” Her grandmother interceded and said to

her: “Quite right, you were born a princess and it will be many years before you learn to be a

lady.”36While educational decisions were made with Elizabeth in mind, it was actually Margaret

who proved the more precocious, naturally gifted student. She would constantly try to narrow

the age gap between herself and her sister, to prove that she was just as smart and deserved

just as much attention. When Elizabeth started French lessons with Madame Marie-Antoinette

de Bellaigue, Margaret would eavesdrop at the door, and her expertise at mimicry gave her a

far better accent than Elizabeth. She also displayed an early talent for acting, doing a near-

perfect impression of Shirley Temple. When they started piano lessons with Miss Mabel

Lander, Margaret again demonstrated greater curiosity and artistic inclination than her

restrained sister. Elizabeth could carry a tune, but it was Margaret who clearly boasted the

better voice, her sharp musical ear translating to perfect pitch. According to one account, when

she was only nine months old, she had already learned to hum the waltz from The Merry

Widow.While Crawfie tried her best to tailor their educations to suit their ages, such

customization was nearly impossible since all classes were held in the same room.

Furthermore, Margaret was so talented and competitive that no one could tell her to study a

subject or do a task differently from her sister. She would constantly compare her assignment

to her sister’s, convinced that she had been stuck with the duller alternative. Crawfie responded

by allowing Margaret to study years ahead of her age. Lilibet thus received a decent education

that also helped sate Margaret’s burning curiosity and natural intellect. A friend stated that

partly because of these shared studies, Elizabeth turned out “relatively young [for her age],”

while Margaret developed a sharp and sensitive mind.37 Temperamentally, too, Margaret was

far more inquisitive than her sister. “Very matter of fact and uncurious,” was how their friend and

future classmate Alathea Fitzalan Howard described Elizabeth.38 The comparison between

the two sisters was a theme she returned to. In a later diary entry, she observed: “I wish

[Lilibet] could get away from the little-girl atmosphere that Margaret inevitably gives her. I adore

Margaret but it is such a pity she keeps her sister back, and it does make [Lilibet] younger in

many ways than a lot of nearly 16 girls.”Though most sisters with a four-year age difference

would not be raised so closely, Elizabeth and Margaret were treated more like twins who

dressed exactly the same, shared the same room, enjoyed the same activities, and, by and

large, were taught the same lessons. Their father was the final arbiter over what they wore,

fussing over his daughters in a way that was quite possessive. When they were bridesmaids for

the wedding of the duke and duchess of Gloucester, the duke of York requested that their skirts

be shortened because “I want to see their pretty little knees.”39 This extreme closeness made

it harder for Margaret to handle the few moments when Elizabeth enjoyed certain privileges,

such as horse riding alone with their father or an instructor, and being allowed to stay up thirty

minutes later at night—though this curfew meant little in practice.40Even as Queen Mary tried

to control their lessons, the Yorks themselves placed limited emphasis on studies, not wanting

their daughters to be regarded as “too intellectual.” As Crawfie recalled, the duke and duchess

“wanted most for [their daughters] a really happy childhood, with lots of pleasant memories

stored up against the days that might come.”41 In this secure and loving home, the girls

enjoyed plenty of playtime, though they tended not to have much company aside from

occasional visits from their cousins.Most of the girls’ days were spent with each other and with

their governesses, who would often whisk them through the back door to Hamilton Gardens. In



one rare instance, Elizabeth did befriend Sonia Graham-Hodgson, the daughter of her

grandfather’s doctor, Harold Graham-Hodgson. “Sonia was the one friend whom the Queen

chose for herself,” Crawfie remembered. They would play French cricket, skip, and hopscotch

and even took dancing lessons together. Sometimes, the duke of York would join them for a

hide-and-seek game called Sardines. Sonia remembered Elizabeth as “a thoughtful and

sensitive child, and naturally well-behaved. She never seemed aware of her position and paid

no attention to those who stood by the railings to watch her play.”42 Their friendship was so

special that the eight-year-old Elizabeth dedicated an unfinished novel, The Happy Farm: “To

Sonia, My dear little friend and lover of horses.”43 For a long time she was Elizabeth’s best

friend.Though Sonia was her closest friend outside the immediate family, Elizabeth spent most

of her time with her younger sister, playing in the sunlight that streamed through the glass

dome at the top of the staircase. Behind a black lacquer screen, the sisters kept two scarlet

brushes and dustpans, which they used to sweep the carpet every morning. They could

choose from an array of toys, curios, and miniature animals arranged neatly in a glass cabinet,

“each of them tiny enough to be pushed by a ladybird.”44 The cabinet also contained china

cottages and palaces, model soldiers and ships, finely blown glass creatures, and a minuscule

silver cradle containing a petite doll. This last treasure was only one in a collection of dolls,

some of which had belonged to Queen Victoria’s children. Several came with a complete range

of accessories: gloves, fans, sunglasses, tortoiseshell brushes, beaded bags, and shoes.45

Though they seemed to be any little girl’s dream, Margaret shuddered in horror. She said later

how much she hated dolls because “they’re like dead babies.”46The sisters also lovingly

managed what they called a “horse market,” another vast collection of wheeled toy horses that

they would polish and maintain. Every night before bed, Lilibet would unsaddle, groom, and

water them. Soon enough, these toy horses yielded to the real thing, as the princesses were

taught to ride by their parents and later by their groom Horace Smith. Even at this tender age, it

was Lilibet who was horse-mad. Margaret was never as fond of horses and dogs as her older

sibling.As a family, the Yorks loved music and dancing, playing their gramophone at top volume

or singing songs around the piano after tea. The children would begin their day with high jinks

in their parents’ bedroom, and every evening would end with more fun at bath time in a bright

room filled with sponge animals. The duke would frequently bathe his daughters himself. Aside

from the Bible, they would read books together like Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Black

Beauty, and Peter Pan, or “anything about horses and dogs.”47 Sometimes, their father would

join the girls for midmorning games in Hamilton Gardens behind their home. Using the statue

of Lord Byron as “home base,” they would play tag and hide-and-seek for hours among the

shrubs and bushes.48Yet although the sisters shared a close, sometimes claustrophobic,

environment, clear differences quickly emerged. Early on, Elizabeth focused her attentions on

horse riding—a hobby that aligned well with her inborn obedience. Even at a young age, she

wanted everything in perfect order, keeping a large box of wrapping paper and ribbons saved

from Christmases or birthdays—a sign of what would become her well-known frugality as

queen. Always neat and methodical, Lilibet would sometimes wake up in the middle of the night

just to check that her shoes were properly stowed away. Meanwhile, Margaret filled the role of

entertainer, caring little about behaving well after she realized that she could gain attention

through performances. As their cousin recalled, “She quite often got away with a lot just by

being able to make a joke out of something. She had a mischievous sense of humor,” whereas

Elizabeth “was always the more serious of the two.”49Any time the family returned home from

a theater performance, Margaret would immediately begin casting everyone in various roles

and order them to reenact their own character. Elizabeth preferred a quiet and solitary day of



riding, but Margaret loved playing charades, mimicking people, singing, playing the piano, and

attending the theater. She even invented imaginary friends, including one named

Inderbombanks. Crawfie recalled that Margaret often suffered from terrible dreams, involving

everything from talking cats to green horses, and she would recount them in great detail to

avoid doing chores. Essentially, Margaret was a highly theatrical child, loath to share the

spotlight with anyone.50This carefree childhood was marred by the death of their grandfather,

George V, on January 20, 1936. Their mother took the girls for a walk in the light snow to

explain that Grandpa England had fallen gravely ill and passed away. Elizabeth already knew

the import of the moment, tearfully asking later, “Oh, Crawfie… Ought we to play?”51 Only

Elizabeth accompanied her parents to the lying in state at Westminster Hall and later the State

funeral. Meanwhile, according to Crawfie, the five-year-old Margaret “was much too young to

pay attention to what was going on.”52It soon became apparent that the sisters’ temperaments

were fundamentally different, not simply because Margaret was “too young.” Elizabeth could be

depended upon to do what was asked, keeping her toys and clothes in perfect order—a

reflection of her disciplined deportment. Margaret remained impish and high-spirited, even

biting and tormenting her gentler sister whenever she did not get her way. Elizabeth once

chided, “Oh Margaret, with you it’s always what I want.”53 This would have consequences.

Occasionally, the two got into scraps, usually when forced to wear the same unflattering hats.

Snapping each other’s straps, they would cry out, “You brute! You beast!”54As expected, it was

Margaret who would initiate these harmless scuffles, but she knew how to weasel her way out

of the consequences. Crawfie wrote, “Lilibet was the one with the temper, but it was under

control. Margaret was often naughty but she had a gay bouncing way with her which was hard

to deal with. She would often defy me with a sidelong look, make a scene, kiss and be friends

and all forgiven and forgotten. Lilibet took longer to recover, but she always had the more

dignity of the two.”55 Indeed, Margaret was a “born comic” with a distinctive way of endearing

herself to others. One of their mother’s friends remembered, “Princess Elizabeth was always

charming and unselfish. Princess Margaret, naughty but amusing.”56As Elizabeth entered her

pre-teens, she evolved more firmly into the role she had already begun to assume since

Margaret’s birth: someone “to whom one could always explain things.” She would always listen

to sensible argument. Meanwhile, Margaret moved in the opposite direction. According to one

observer, she “would not listen to reason. She was lively, high spirited… and wayward. But

because she also had an entrancing charm, she always got away with it.”57 As their father

would famously conclude, “Lilibet is my pride; Margaret is my joy.”Yet, both had their own

burdens to carry. Elizabeth knew from a young age that she would have to live up to her

family’s and society’s expectations of her. Meanwhile, Margaret constantly anticipated the

humiliation of being second best. Elizabeth had been trained in the cool detachment of a

monarch, while Margaret was left to express herself more freely. But partly because of this very

fact, she always felt defensive about being demeaned and belittled. She was particularly

sensitive to the comment that she was “too young,” which she was told whenever she couldn’t

attend the same grand events as her sister. Still, for all their differences, Elizabeth would

always remain maternally protective toward Margaret, defending her from all criticism. In

return, Margaret gave her total loyalty to Elizabeth, even amid near-constant sibling rivalry. This

complicated dynamic, first established in their nursery and study room, would persist

throughout their adult lives.The Yorks spent many of their weekends at Royal Lodge, their

country retreat—a large pink building painted to resemble the duchess of York’s childhood

home, St. Paul’s Walden Bury. It was a place of freedom and informality, nothing like the stifling

atmosphere in which Bertie and his brothers had been raised. It boasted a long staircase with



oak banisters and bright crimson carpet, huge Chinese porcelain jardinières bursting with

flowers and branches reaching to the ceiling, and horse paintings covering the walls. A pack of

Labradors, corgis, and a Tibetan ran about the house, barking and scurrying up the stairs. At

the top of the landing was a pair of wooden rocking horses, side by side, belonging to Elizabeth

and Margaret.58It was at Royal Lodge that the two girls first met Wallis Warfield Simpson—the

woman whose American unorthodoxy would soon upend British tradition. Wallis arrived with

their uncle David amid whispered rumors about the nature of their relationship, at least among

high society. The overwhelming majority of the British people had no idea about this latest love

affair. David came ready to flaunt his two new infatuations: a custom-made American Buick

station wagon and his new love. Hailing from Baltimore, Maryland, Wallis looked striking in

person, with a thin, attractive figure, perfect posture, a long neck, striking violet eyes, and dark

mahogany hair made up into a fashionable and immaculate chignon. Even though she was

animated and gay, the visit did not go over particularly well, the only moment of levity occurring

when Dookie, the princesses’ corgi, wandered in, stole a biscuit from a plate, and left. Wallis

later admitted, “While the Duke of York was sold on the American station wagon, the Duchess

was not sold on [the king’s] other American interest.”59The two sisters—now aged ten and six

—were escorted into the sitting room by Crawfie, jostling each other aside in an attempt to

enter first. The duke introduced them as “Lilibet” and “Margaret Rose”—according to Wallis, the

former “a long, slender, very beautifully-made child”; the latter, “an enchanting doll-like child

with a small, fat face.” As usual, they wore matching outfits: twin royal tartan kilts and yellow

pullovers. Wallis recalled, “Both [were] so blond, so beautifully mannered, so brightly scrubbed

that they might have stepped straight from the pages of a picture book.”60 They stared at this

shocking American specimen with undisguised curiosity. They’d heard various bits of gossip

from the household staff about “that woman” and their uncle, but they made sure to remain on

their best behavior.Though the girls remembered to mind their manners, they were keenly

attentive to the smallest disruption in their measured lives. As they observed their uncle and

Simpson drive away from the property in his fancy American car, Elizabeth asked, “Crawfie,

who is she?” The governess avoided answering, only adding to their confusion, as they had

previously heard her mention that Uncle David was “besotted by Mrs. Simpson.” They had no

inkling what “besotted” might mean, or that within just a few months, it was Mrs. Simpson who

would alter the course of their lives forever.On December 10, 1936, after only a 325-day reign,

King Edward VIII abdicated the throne to marry Wallis. This decision upended the previously

closeted lives of the York family. Margaret, theatrical as ever, was keenly affected by the

unfolding crisis, asking Alah fearfully: “Are they going to cut off his head?”61 Outside the house

at 145 Piccadilly, crowds began milling in anticipation of the announcement that Prince Albert,

duke of York, would succeed his older brother. After Lilibet awoke and noticed the commotion,

a footman told her the reason why—she was now second in line to the throne after her

father.She dashed upstairs to tell her sister. Margaret asked breathlessly, “Does that mean that

you will have to be the next Queen?” Elizabeth replied solemnly: “Yes, someday,” to which

Margaret retorted, “Poor you.”62 The girls spent the remainder of the day peering down the

stairwell at the important guests marching through their home, including Prime Minister Stanley

Baldwin. They would then rush to the windows to ogle the thousands of people gathered

outside.Even at age ten, Elizabeth was well aware of the “glass wall” separating royalty from

the rest of society. Knowing that this marked a major turning point in her life, she didn’t date her

diary entry for December 10, 1936, writing simply “Abdication Day” at the top.63 From that

moment forth, she prayed each night that a brother would be born to supersede her in the line

of succession. Her sister lamented, again with theatrical overstatement: “Now that Papa is king,



I am nothing.”64 When told they would now have to move to Buckingham Palace, Margaret

ruefully asked, “You mean forever?” Crawfie answered, “Yes. And you are no longer Margaret

of York.” “Then who am I?” “You are just Margaret.” The little girl repeated, “But I have only just

learned to write ‘York.’ Now I’m nobody.”65Their father was left even more appalled by the

situation, unable to accept his fate and viewing his brother’s decision as an unforgivable

betrayal. “This can’t be happening to me!” he moaned when a servant addressed him as “Your

Majesty.” He confided to his cousin Lord Louis “Dickie” Mountbatten: “I never wanted this to

happen. I’ve never even seen a State Paper. I’m only a Naval Officer, it’s the only thing I know

about.”66 Given the duke’s well-known stammer and other disabilities, brief consideration was

given to having his younger brother Prince George assume the throne, but that notion was

soon discarded. This was not a beauty contest—the duke of York was next in line as the

second eldest brother, and his eldest daughter was now heir presumptive.The Sunday papers

indicated which way the popular wind was blowing. They delivered the momentous news with

accompanying portraits of “Our Princess Elizabeth.” By contrast, Margaret was sidelined to

group family photos. The emotional dynamic that had been confined to their home was

exposed for the whole world to discuss and ponder. As for Uncle David, their avuncular

playmate who had taught them the Nazi salute on the lawns of Balmoral, he was no longer a

presence in their lives. When his name was mentioned it was in low, conspiratorial voices and

eventually silence. As for Wallis, she was simply referred to as “that woman”—not that the

sisters ever heard an adult use that damning phrase in their earshot.Though the girls initially

curtsied to their father when he first became king, that was the only time they did so. Instead

their father instructed them to behave toward him as they had before his elevation. As the

coronation approached, he again took a detailed interest in their outfits, concerned that they

were perfect. The king oversaw the entire process of preparing the girls’ clothes for the

ceremony, even to the point of securing a specially designed lightweight gilt coronet. It would

be their first time wearing long dresses—white lace embellished with silver bows, silver slippers

with white ankle socks, and purple velvet cloaks lined with ermine. To complete their delicate

outfits, they both wore pearl necklaces and elbow-length, fingerless white gloves.67During the

fitting, Margaret threw a tantrum when she saw that Elizabeth’s train was an entire foot longer

than hers. For once, their mother immediately silenced her younger daughter, coldly explaining

that because of Elizabeth’s seniority of birth, she enjoyed this privilege. Margaret surrendered—

a rare response—but it was a moment that burned. Her tantrum put Elizabeth and the staff on

edge about how she would behave during the tedious, three-hour coronation service. Confiding

to Crawfie, Elizabeth worried that Margaret was “very young” and might “disgrace us by falling

asleep in the middle.”68 She was concerned that any deviation from mature behavior would

attract attention and cause unwelcome comment.On the gray, misty morning of the coronation,

the two girls watched with eager anticipation as crowds gathered in front of the palace and

along the Mall, “squealing and laughing and peeping out the windows.”69 Soon enough, they

found themselves riding in the blue and black Irish State Coach to Westminster Abbey. They

were not allowed to giggle or face each other, and at least one of their small gloved hands

needed always to be raised. Margaret’s seat in the coach was elevated so the crowds could

glimpse her through the windows, though of course it was really Elizabeth they wanted to

see.At the abbey, the two princesses were seated next to one another under the watchful eye

of their grandmother, whose domineering presence reminded them to behave impeccably

during the ceremony. Elizabeth watched the pageantry in fascination, but what she seemed

even more impressed by was that “[Margaret] was wonderful.… I only had to nudge her once

or twice when she played with the prayer books too loudly.”70 Margaret carried her cloak



stylishly and deliberately, only occasionally catching attention when she turned the pages of

her book with purposeful force.71 Her mother took no notice. The new queen’s mind was

elsewhere, reflecting for a moment on the sacred ceremony where a man, her husband,

became half-deity, half-priest. Later that day, at a magnificent reception at Buckingham Palace,

the new queen consort, perhaps reflecting on the ceremony, was quoted as saying: “We [the

royal family] are not supposed to be human.”72Symbolizing this transition to their new lives was

the move from their palatial but nonetheless cozy home in Piccadilly to cold, impersonal

Buckingham Palace. It was only a short walk across Green Park, but it was as if the family

were entering a different world. Their new home was so vast that it took a full five minutes to

walk from the princesses’ bedroom to the garden. The endless corridors were a maze to

navigate, so much so that by the time food arrived it would often be cold. There were 775

rooms and a staff of over seven hundred, including a man to wind the clocks and full-time

florists to arrange the bouquets.73 The girls now had their own bedrooms. Bobo shared with

Elizabeth and Alah with Margaret. The thrill of enjoying their own rooms did not help them

forget their former home. In the early days the sisters often asked if they could simply dig a

tunnel back to Piccadilly.Naturally, their new lives brought change to their daily routine—

change that was not entirely welcome. They had to come to terms with the fact that they would

now be spending less time with their parents, whose days were filled with matters of state and

society. Though the king and queen still spent breakfast with them, their nightly romps soon

became a distant memory.As Crawfie recalled, life at Buckingham Palace created “a glass

curtain… between you and the outer world.”74 The girls led an even more cloistered life than

before, with no friends outside their small circle. Often times, they would simply stare out their

windows at the people passing below. Aside from the nursery staff, the sisters relied on each

other and grew even closer. They also continued to dress alike, which had become a source of

both security and tension.Their identical clothes could not mask how much their father’s

elevated position forced Elizabeth, now eleven, to mature even more quickly. She began

developing new interests, especially in politics and political personalities, as she watched

numerous officials, both domestic and foreign, visiting her father. Margaret was more

captivated by the summer garden parties held on the palace lawns and attended by as many

as three thousand guests. She loved to pick out the curious and the distinctly odd, much to her

amusement. Elizabeth, as ever concerned about the social niceties, would order her “not to

point and laugh” or to “be in too much of a hurry.”Her frequent reprimands spoke to the greater

expectations that rested on her shoulders. If she had to grow up in unexpected ways, then the

least her sister could do was to buckle down. During this transition the newly crowned King

George VI spoke to Elizabeth more seriously, conscious that every moment was a teachable

one. When his father was king, he never shared any aspects of statecraft with either him or his

brother, the Prince of Wales. It was a source of regret and concern.She was now granted

privileges denied to Margaret. To prepare Elizabeth for her eventual duties, her studies

expanded to include lessons in history and the constitution with the vice provost of Eton

College, Henry Marten. Naturally, Margaret wanted to join in too but was told it was

unnecessary for her to learn history. Instead her lessons included music and dance. Her

exclusion from the afternoon tutorials burned deep—Margaret was bitter and frustrated that

she was being kept from the world of ideas and critical thinking. As an adult she became

something of an autodidact, but she was scattered in her intellectual pursuits. She always felt

that she would have enjoyed a richer and more orderly intellectual life if she had been allowed

to study more academic subjects during her youth.Elizabeth was aware of her sister’s jealousy

and did what she could to mollify her. When their parents agreed to the inauguration of the 1st



Buckingham Palace Company of the Girl Guides in 1937, it was clear that Margaret was way

too young to join the pack. Elizabeth pleaded with guide leader Violet Synge to let her in. “She

is very strong you know,” she explained, pointing to a “fine pair of hiking legs” adding that she

loved getting dirty. To keep the peace, a Brownie pack of fourteen youngsters, the daughters of

palace employees and court officials, was created especially for Margaret. The girls went bird

watching, erected tents, cooked sausages on an open fire, and slept under canvas. Margaret

loved sharing a tent with other girls, whispering and giggling long after lights out, while her

elder sister was shy and felt uncomfortable undressing in a group setting.75Elizabeth

continued to cultivate her passion for horses and was given riding lessons at Royal Lodge with

Henry Owen, her father’s groom. Horse riding—a solitary activity—appealed to Elizabeth’s

reserved nature, and the process of jumping obstacles helped train her mind for the hurdles of

adult life. Elizabeth’s other teacher, Horace Smith, noted how well suited she was for

horsemanship because of her inherent thoroughness and a conscientious nature, two qualities

that her younger sister seemingly lacked.As Elizabeth approached puberty, there was a natural

inclination by the king and queen to keep Margaret as the baby of the family for as long as

possible. She grew unused to hearing the word no and was rarely admonished when she did

wrong. In fact, her naughtiness often made her parents laugh.Margaret delighted in her role as

the enfant terrible even if it exasperated her family. Once, at the age of six, she was sent to her

room for some insolence. When she was recalled to her mother’s boudoir some two hours

later, her mother asked, “I’m sure you are good now, aren’t you?” Margaret haughtily replied,

“No, I’m naughty still. And I’m going to go on being naughty.”76Elizabeth, with her ingrained

sense of right and wrong, was deeply perturbed by how Margaret’s rude behavior would look to

others outside the immediate family circle. She often pleaded with her mother: “Stop her,

Mummie. Oh, please stop her.” Though Elizabeth would often laugh at Margaret’s absurdities,

she mostly viewed her sister’s conduct with a sense of foreboding. In later life, when they had

been to church at Windsor and retired for a pre-lunch drink at Royal Lodge, the queen mother’s

home, the queen would ask her mother, “How is Margaret this morning?” and calibrate her own

behavior to her sister’s scudding moods.During their childhood Elizabeth indulged Margaret’s

mischievousness, in part because she—like her mother—had the rare ability to defuse her

father’s frequent “gnashes.”77 These outbursts could be sparked by even the smallest of

irritations, such as food being served at the wrong temperature or a man walking by without

removing his hat. According to biographer Kenneth Rose, these bouts of anger verged on

epileptic fits. As a central part of the cloying claustrophobia of their lives, these episodes could

be terrifying for the princesses, who worried when their father’s introspective moods would

morph into fury, even violence. Then he would kick wastepaper baskets across the room or

twist a bathroom sponge to shreds in his frustration.For now, though, private worries were

overshadowed by the threat of another world war. In March 1938, German troops marched

unopposed into Austria. Rather than guaranteeing peace, the British and French strategy of

appeasement had increasingly emboldened the Hitler regime. With war hovering on the

horizon, the king and queen sailed to Canada and the United States for a six-week visit in May

and June of 1939. The unstated aim was to woo the Americans with an eye to ensuring their

economic support should another conflict flare. Before they sailed from Portsmouth, they

kissed the girls goodbye, and the girls stood on the quayside, waving them off. When Margaret

said tearfully, “I have my handkerchief,” Queen Mary instantly retorted, “To wave, not to cry

in.”78Upon their return from a wildly successful visit, where the royal couple made headlines

after eating “hot dogs,” the family traveled to Dartmouth in southwest England aboard the royal

yacht, Victoria and Albert. Accompanying them was the king’s cousin, Dickie Mountbatten,



whose intentions for the trip soon became quite transparent.On the yacht, Mountbatten

informed the royal family that two of the cadets had contracted mumps and that the princesses

should remain in the captain’s quarters on shore to avoid exposure. The only cadet available to

keep the princesses entertained was Prince Philip of Greece, Dickie’s tall, bronzed, eighteen-

year-old nephew—the son of former Princess Alice of Battenberg and Prince Andrew of

Greece, which made him sixth in line of succession to the Greek throne.79Elizabeth was only a

sheltered thirteen-year-old at the time, face-to-face with this “fair-haired boy, rather like a

Viking, with a sharp face and piercing blue eyes.”80 She displayed none of the confidence of

an heiress presumptive. And who could blame her? She was dressed in the same clothes—

ankle socks and puffed-sleeve dress—as her little sister. Elizabeth sat “pink-faced” beside

Philip throughout lunch, as he showed off his impressive skill at downing several heaping

platefuls of shrimp and a banana split.81 While Margaret found “anyone who could eat so

many shrimps… a hero,” Elizabeth seemed infatuated for other reasons.82 This awkwardly

innocent moment would evolve into the first challenge to their sisterly bond, just as violence

was about to engulf the world.822Sisters at WarAs Germany eyed a Polish invasion and with

the world on the brink of war, an indignant Margaret demanded, “Who is this Hitler, spoiling

everything?”1 The princesses knew little about the political and military calculations embroiling

Europe, though they were now the innocent pawns at the heart of a German plot. It seemed

Hitler planned to capture the royal families of every European country he invaded and use

them as hostages to guarantee the good behavior of the cowed citizenry, and Britain was no

exception.In August 1940, a whey-faced man named Dr. Otto Begus received written

instructions to report for a special mission.2 Begus had fought and been wounded in World

War One, and became a fanatical recruit to Hitler’s National Socialist Party. He served in many

capacities—spy, saboteur, agent provocateur—all with the aim of expanding Nazi control over

Austria, Italy, and Ethiopia. Perhaps his most daring escapade came during the end of the

“phoney war” in May 1940, when he led the failed mission to capture Queen Wilhelmina of the

Netherlands during the German invasion of the Low Countries. Now he had been assigned to

detain the king and queen of England and their two young daughters.The mission proved more

difficult to execute than expected, however, dependent for its success on perfect timing and

total surprise. Everything was organized around an initial Kommando unit of twenty-four SS

parachutists, including Begus, some of whom had carried out the unsuccessful Dutch

operation. Their numbers were augmented with other men selected for their fitness, courage,

and training. According to the draft plan, the area around Buckingham Palace would first be

intensively dive-bombed, paving the way for four hundred parachutists to land in Green Park,

Hyde Park, and St. James’s Park.3 They would then encircle Buckingham Palace and other

royal residences to prevent counterattacks.Meanwhile, Begus’s unit of around one hundred

parachutists would drop from low-flying aircraft directly into the gardens of Buckingham Palace,

then rush through the rooms, searching for members of the royal family and seizing them alive.

According to optimistic estimates, this operation would take only ten minutes. Strangely

enough, parachutists were instructed to salute and politely address their captives: “The

German High Command presents its respectful compliments. My duty, on the instructions of

the Fuhrer, is to inform you that you are under the protection of the German Armed Forces.”4 It

was Hitler’s fervent belief that if the airborne kidnapping attempt succeeded, Britain would

finally be forced to surrender.While little written evidence exists to confirm Begus’s operation,

the prospect of German paratroopers landing at Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, and

other royal residences haunted the royal family and military planners. As historian Andrew

Stewart argues, “There was a real concern amongst Britain’s senior military and political



leaders about the potential danger posed by enemy airborne forces and this definitely

extended to the security of the royal family.”5 The queen, terrified of being captured, learned

how to shoot a pistol in the gardens of Buckingham Palace, taking aim at rats flushed out from

bombed-out buildings within the palace grounds. Her cousin Margaret Rhodes later recalled, “I

suppose quite rightly, she thought if parachutists came down and whisked them away

somewhere, she could at least take a parachutist or two with her.”6 Similarly, whenever he

traveled, King George VI started carrying a rifle and a pistol in his car. He also supervised the

removal of the priceless crown jewels from the Tower of London to Windsor Castle. There, he

and his trusted librarian Owen Morshead used borrowed workmen’s tools to dismantle the

crowns, crosses, and diadems, hastily wrapping them in waterproof bags and sinking them in

the castle ponds. It seems that they were later removed, wrapped in cotton wool, placed in

leather hatboxes, and concealed in the castle dungeons.Behind their brave smiles, both the

king and queen felt a nagging sense of impending doom. Yet in public they put on a united

front, calm, unruffled, and defiant. Hitler was said to have described the queen as “the most

dangerous woman in Europe,” as her presence among the people of London and elsewhere

harnessed the atmosphere of surging patriotism into support for total war against the Nazi

regime. Politician and diarist Harold Nicolson caught the mood when he met the king and

queen at a private lunch. He wrote to his wife, Vita: “He was so gay and she so calm. They did

me all the good in the world… And those two resolute and sensible. We shall win. I know that. I

have no doubts at all.”7 Anticipating the grim and uncertain days ahead, the queen wrote to her

eldest sister, Rose, asking if she would care for the princesses if the worst happened to her or

her husband. Rose solemnly agreed: “I do promise you that I will try my very best & will go

straight to them should anything happen to you both—which God forbid.”8 Despite these words

of reassurance, both the king and queen continued to fret over how to keep their precious

daughters safe.The issue gained added urgency in the wake of Hitler’s invasion of the Low

Countries and Queen Wilhelmina’s narrow escape from capture after boarding a British

destroyer. Following that frantic development, the former lord chancellor, Lord Hailsham, wrote

to Prime Minister Winston Churchill, urging the king, queen, and princesses to evacuate to

Canada, the route of escape used by many of their aristocratic friends: “I observe that the

Nazis both in Norway and in Holland made a desperate effort to capture the royal family. No

doubt they will do the same in this country if they can.” But the king and queen firmly rejected

the suggestion that they and their daughters be sent to Canada to escape danger, with the

queen resolutely insisting: “The children could not leave without me, I could not leave without

the king, and the king will never leave.”9 Privately and quietly, the Canadian government

purchased Hatley Castle on Vancouver Island as the residence of the British government in

exile, led by the heiress presumptive, who, together with her sister, would have been spirited

away from Britain on board a destroyer sailing from Liverpool or by plane via Iceland.As the

Luftwaffe relentlessly bombed London, the royal family tried to present an image of stoicism

and good cheer for a battered nation. Though Buckingham Palace suffered nine direct hits

during the Blitz, which began in earnest in September 1940, the king and queen remained firm.

In a sound bite that could have been crafted by the Ministry of Information, the queen stated, “I

am glad we have been bombed. Now we can look the East End in the eye”10 referring to the

continual pounding of that part of London. Amid the death and destruction, the king was

celebrated as “a Sovereign standing at the head of his people, sharing their dangers, deeply

concerned for their suffering, encouraging them in their continued determination to resist the

enemy.”11Though their parents refused to ship Elizabeth and Margaret off to Canada, they

remained in Scotland during the months leading up to the air war over England. They spent the



time riding their horses and playing innocent games, such as catching falling leaves to make a

wish. Even the fitting of gas masks seemed just another game, with nine-year-old Princess

Margaret regarding the rubber object as a newfangled toy.Nevertheless, the princesses were

aware that outside their insulated surroundings something momentous was afoot. They

showed their disgust by pelting the radio with cushions and books whenever they heard the

anti-British tirades of Irish-born, pro-Nazi broadcaster William Joyce, known pejoratively as

Lord Haw-Haw. With their lives increasingly in limbo, they worried constantly about their distant

parents. Once Margaret asked Crawfie, “Do you think the Germans will come and get

them?”12On May 12, 1940, the girls were evacuated to Windsor Castle just west of central

London. With its deep basements and thick walls, the medieval fortress was virtually

impregnable to aerial attack. The rest of the world, however, only knew that the Windsor sisters

had been evacuated to “somewhere in the country.”13 Initially, the girls and their governess

were told they would stay just for a few days, but they ended up living there for the rest of the

war.When they arrived, a blackout was in force, and the imposing castle seemed cloaked in

eerie shadows and ghosts. Elizabeth and Margaret clung to Crawfie as they made their way

down the echoing passageways and up the ancient stone steps to their quarters in Lancaster

Tower. The gothic gloom was heightened by the absence of decorations; paintings, objets d’art,

chandeliers, and other royal treasures had been removed for safekeeping, some stored in

disused Welsh mine shafts. Dust sheets covered the remaining furniture, while glazed

cupboards had been turned to face the walls so that any shattered glass from bomb blasts

could not harm those sheltering from bombing. To add to the Stygian scene, every night heavy

blackout curtains were drawn across the windows. Outside, three hundred Grenadier Guards,

also known as the Castle Company, served as the first and last line of defense, the men

stationed inside trenches protected by barbed wire. Margaret didn’t think much of the military

preparations, years later describing the defenses as “pathetic,” adding they “would never have

kept the Germans out but they certainly kept us in.”14The castle was governed by a bell

warning system. If the bell sounded, castle inhabitants had to make their way quickly to the air

raid shelters in the dungeons. Two nights after their arrival, the warning bell rang and the girls

headed down to the basement. They arrived late, much to the consternation of members of the

household, as Margaret could not find her knickers. Once underground, she refused to sleep

on the camp beds, though she eventually dozed off. By contrast, Elizabeth never once closed

her eyes, alert to every sound and nervous about what the war might mean for her family and

for Britain.The next morning Clive Wigram, who had been appointed governor of the castle,

informed the princesses and their governess that they would be staying at Windsor for the

foreseeable future. As the king and queen instructed, this was to be their new home, and the

girls would lead as normal a life as possible. They had to carry on their classes, and they could

play within the confines of the castle walls. Crawfie was instructed to monitor radio broadcasts

and newspaper coverage to spare the sisters from additional stress. “Stick to the usual

programme as far as you can Crawfie,” ordered the king.Their new lives, though, were a long

way from “the usual.” They lived in cold, drafty rooms; at bath time, hot water was strictly

rationed; lights were low-voltage or nonexistent; and they ate meals prepared under the tyranny

of the ration book. This was a system where everyone registered with a store, and when

something was purchased it was marked off in their ration book to ensure that everyone

received the same amount, be it food or other commodities such as gasoline.
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J. Jamison, “Interesting. I have read about Elizabeth and about Margaret before, so there is not

much new here, but Andrew Morton writes in a way that makes old stories interesting. I loved

the book. It's mostly about Margaret, and I did learn some new things. For instance, I never

knew she had a fling with Eddie Fisher. There were lots of instances of celebrity mentions, and

I liked that, being the movie fan that I am. It's a good book if you are interested in the Royals,

and I am.”

Mary E. Trimble, “Opened my eyes to what being "Royal" really means. Elizabeth & Margaret:

The Intimate World of the Windsor Sisters, a collective biography that covers more than 75

years, opened my eyes to many English traditions and customs, especially relating to

royalty.Elizabeth, born in 1926 was four years older than her sister, Margaret. As a young child,

Elizabeth was very aware she was in line of succession to the throne. In 1936, when her uncle,

King Edward VIII, abdicated to marry a divorced woman, her father became king. Now

Elizabeth, at the age of ten, was heir presumptive to the throne.King George VI was a reluctant

king, had a well-known stammer and other disabilities, but out of duty accepted the position

thrust upon him. He was a loving father, happiest when with his family. Their mother was

fiercely protective of her husband and children, always striving to keep a happy home.Elizabeth

and Margaret’s childhood alternated between great attention and great isolation. Their

education was conducted at home, usually at Buckingham Palace, a structure of 775 rooms

with a staff of more than 700. Their lives were strictly protected and governed by royal tradition.

The two girls rarely played with other children, but the sisters were very close. Elizabeth was a

serious child, acutely aware that one day she would be Queen of the United Kingdom.

Margaret was affectionate, pretty, playful and had the ability to play off one parent against the

other.When King George VI died in 1952, Elizabeth became Queen at the age of 26. However,

by then she was a married woman and the mother of two children.This biography of the two

sisters shows their closeness and fierce protection of one another. Elizabeth was sedate,

methodical, and always strove to conduct herself as befitting a queen. She loved horses and

dogs and had high regard for the people who cared for them.On the other hand, as an adult

Margaret was a party-goer, flamboyant, and often an embarrassment to her sister. She had

affairs with married men and had an unhappy marriage. However, the two sisters remained

loyal to one another, talking on the phone nearly every day.Elizabeth’s husband, Prince Philip,

Duke of Edinburgh, plays an important role in this collective biography, but the book mostly



concentrates on Elizabeth and Margaret and their relationship to one another.I very much

enjoyed Elizabeth & Margaret. It gave me a clearer understanding of British royalty, and an

awareness of the courage it takes to live up to the expectations of their preeminent positions.”

Rodney, “Another Great Book By Andrew Morton. This is a wonderfully detailed and well

documented account of the lives and the relationship between Queen Elizabeth and Princess

Margaret. Andrew Morton is a well respected writer regarding the Royal Family and his account

gives great insight into the life of Margaret, a woman who was admired but often

misunderstood. Morton also makes it clear that she and her sister, the Queen were very loyal

to each other but because of their stations in life they saw things quite differently. I would highly

recommend this book to anyone who is interested in the the history and family dynamics of the

Royal Family.”

mittie, “A rose and a bud they were. The author gives readers an in-depth understanding of the

personal and internal struggles suffered by Princess Margaret; he carefully avoids making

judgements about Queen Elizabeth or Margaret, instead describing how the upbringing they

had laid the foundation for the lives they were expected to live.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Contrast Between Two Sisters. What hell it must be to be the spare

and not the heir. That's why we see so much aberrant behavior on the part of the second-born

like Margaret and Prince Harry. So needy of affection and affirmation of their self-worth, they

fall prey to users. What a sad story, but it's the way of the world. This is a compelling read,

highly recommended book.”

T. J. Thomas, “interesting and easy to read. Can not recommend this book highly enough. I

started the year reading 'The little Princesses' by Marion Crawford and then went on to a

Princess Margaret Biography by Christopher Warwick (both books I can highly recommend).

On the back of those reads I ordered this book and it hasn't disappointed. Very well researched

and easy to read. I am not a fast reader, however even I managed to clock up 70 pages per

day. A wealth of detail. You really get to know the psyche of the subjects. Our Queen and

Princess Margaret couldn't have been more different. One uncomplicated, eager to fulfil her

duties and reliable the other complicated, wanted to fulfil her duties but in a way hindered

herself. With all the events of the last few years with Royalty now being allowed to marry

divorced persons, I do wonder if the Queen looks at Margarets sacrifices differently. This book

sheds more light on the Peter Townsend/Margaret affair. She didn't have to give up as much as

what was suggested in 'The Crown'. In the end the first sister had a purpose and chose the

right man to help her achieve the hand that fate had dealt her. The second sister felt she had

no purpose and was hopeless in love. It goes to show that being royal doesn't secure

happiness.”

cazy, “The Royals of old. Really enjoying this book. However if your not into the royals or their

history as I am it won't interest you”

The book by Andrew Morton has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 907 people have provided feedback.
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